Connecticut College Cable Television Channel Guide*

2 - WGBH (PBS) Boston 2
3 - WFSB (CBS), Hartford 3
4 - WVIT (NBC), New Britain 30
5 - WTIC (FOX), Hartford 61
6 - WLNE (ABC), Providence 6
7 - HSN
8 - WTNH (ABC), Providence 8
9 - WCTX (MyTV9), New Haven 59
10 - WJAR (NBC), Providence 10
11 - WCCT (CW), Waterbury 20
12 - WPRI (CBS), Providence 12
13 - QVC
14 - C-SPAN
15 - C-SPAN 2
16 - WGN (IND), Chicago
17 - WEDH (PBS), Norwich 53
18 - WRDM (Telemundo), New Haven 50
19 - TBN
20 - TV Guide Channel
21 - TBS
22 - PEG Educational & Government
23 - CTN Connecticut Network
24 - Community Access
25 - Community Access
26 - WHPX (ION), New London 26
27 - EWTN
28 - NECN
29 - MetroCast Update
30 - ESPN Classic
31 - ESPN
32 - ESPN 2
33 - Comcast SportsNet
34 - YES
35 - NESN
36 - SportsNet New York
38 - Lifetime Movie Network
39 - Lifetime
40 - USA
42 - TNT
42 - TV Land
43 - Nickelodeon
44 - Comedy Central
45 - VH1
46 - MTV
47 - BET
48 - E!
49 - CMT

50 - Great American Country
52 - History Channel
53 - A&E
54 - Discovery Channel
55 - Travel Channel
56 - TLC
57 - HDTV
58 - Food Network
59 - Animal Planet
60 - National Geographic
61 - Disney
62 - ABC Family
63 - Turner Classic Movies
64 - AMC
65 - Cartoon Network
67 - Bravo
68 - FX
69 - Spike
70 - SyFy
71 - SoapNet
72 - The Weather Channel
73 - truTV
74 - Fox News
75 - CNN
76 - Headline News
77 - CNBC
78 – MSNBC

HDTV channels available without a cable box but requiring an HD capable television and an integrated HD QAM tuner:

3.2 - WFSB (CBS) HD
4.2 - WVIT (NBC) HD
5.2 - WTIC (FOX) HD
6.2 - WLNE (ABC) HD
8.2 - WTNH (ABC) HD
9.2 - WCTX (MyTV9) HD
11.2 - WCCT (CW) HD
13.2 - QVC HD
17.2 - WEDH (CPTV - PBS) HD
26.2 - WHPX HD (ION)

Channel lineup and programming schedules can be found at Zap2it.com. Enter the zip code 06320 and select Metrocast Communications of Connecticut.

* current as of 8/10/11, lineup subject to change